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A
The U.S. Air Force and NASA successfully
MW
conducted infrared spectral mesuements of the space

Our experiment, Spacecraft Kinetic Infraied lest
(SKIRT), was designed to obtain detailed measurements of

shuttle low durn sTs-39. Preliminary analysis indicates

space shuttle glow in the infrared, visble, and ultraviolet

that NO, NO+, OH, and CO produce infrared glow during
quiescent orbiter conditions. During orbiter thruster firings
the glow intensities in the infrared are enhanced by factors
of lOX to IOOX with significant changes in spectral
disuibuton. Thes measurements were obtained with the
Spacecraft Kinedc Infrared Test (SKIRT) payload which
included a cryogenic infrared circular variable filt
infrared spectrometer covering the 0.7 to 5.4 gm
wavelength region. Approximately 14,000 spectra of
shuftle glow, airglow, auroma, and the orbiter environment
were obtained during the eight day mission. The STS-39
Space Shuttle Discovery was launched from the NASA
Kennedy Spae Center on 28 April 1991 into a 57 deg
inclination circular orbit at an altitude of 260 kI.n

with particular emphasis on the previously unstudied
infrared. It was launched on 28 April 1991 on board the
STS-39 Space Shuttle Discovery into a 260 km altitude
circular orbit at an inclination of 57 deg for an eight day
mission.
In this paper, we report measurements of the space
shuttle glow at infrared wavelengths (0.7 to 5.4 jm).
Preiminary analysis shows vibrational band structure
consistent with that of NO, NO+, OH, and CO. The glow
intensity is enhanced and changes in its spectral signature
during thrusm firings.
SKIRT also operated during "non-glow measurement
times to provide an extensive infrared data base on the in
situ orbiter environment in support of infrared
measurements comducted by the Cryogenic Infrated

Introduction

gdice Im
ion for Shutte (CIRS-lA) payload
[Ahnadjian et al., 19901. By measuring the near field

Previous observations and measurements show that

shuttle environment while CIRRIS-IA was conducting far

spacecraft in low earth orbits produce a visible Slow above

field atmospheric measurements, SKIRT provided a

surfacs which we oriented into the direction of motion.
"This was photographically observed during space shuttle
mission STS-3 [anks a al., 1983] and confirmed on other
shuttle flights (Mende and Swenson, 1985] as well as
during swellift opeations [Torr et al., 1977; Yee and
Abreu, 1962].
The glow is caused by the interaction of sacecraft,

complemnienary data base which will permit identification
of local infrared background emissions in the CRRIS-IA
data. Analysis of data ke during the CIRRIS-IA
periods, when the orbiter environment was
con
e to be as benign as possible, shows that shuttle
conmination levels ae acceptable for sensitive cryogenic

infra

senson operating from the cargo bay.

ftraeling at appradmaty 8 km/sec, with dt high altitde
atmosphere. A number of papers provide excellent reviews

Experiment Description

of this
dadta base [Green, 1965; Mende et al., 1987; Garrett
at al., 1968; Slnger, 19•9). Based on these studies it is
aqm ,-do various rctdons between spacecraft surfaces

SKIRT consisted of two separte payloads, designated as
SKIRT CVF (Circular Variable Filter) and SKIRT GLOS

and the ambient atmo- he

are hlkly taing pce and

(Gaous Luminosity/Optc

6=hr is not a single reaction mechanism solely responsible

Surfaes). SKIRT GLOS

contained six radiomete assemblies covering the
wavelength region fram 200 nm to 5.4 pm in
42 btadpasses. SKIRT GLOS dafa have yet to be amalyrd
and will not be discussed in this paper.
SKIRT CVF featured an infrared circular variable filer

for Slow emissim at all wavelengths.

spectOF
mete and a long wavelength infrared radiometer,
both sharing common collecting optics and cooled with

2
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Table 1. SKIRT CVF/Radiomete Specifications

Wavelength Range
Spectral Resolution

0.7 to 5.4 gm
2% nominal

NESR (60 K. 5 jam, 17 Hz) 6 x 10'12, W/cm2 sr cSs
scan TIjM
Field-of-View
2 x 2 deg (full)
1.52 cm (diameter)
Aperture Size
>0.4
Optical Transmission
Operafti Temperature
<60 K
linstrment Power
30W
Hamar power
30W
AnfigulmFig
Spectral Bandwidth
Detector
14ES (60 K, 11Ipmi, 17 Hz)
Field-of-View
Aperture Size
Optical Transmission
OeaigTemperature
Instillment Power
Hleatler Power

10.4 to 11.8 pma
Hg:Cd:Te
9 x 10~W/cm2 sr
2 x 2 deg (full)
1.52 cm (diameter)
>0.4
<60 K
30W
30W

Dow
Cryogen
Pumpaing Method
Hold Time

N2 solid
Vent to ambient
5 days preflight
60 days on-orbit
(closed cover)

soWi nitrogen. The sp ectrome ter (using an In:Sb detecto)
covered the wavelength region from 0.7 to 5.4 pmn at 2 to
3% spectral resolution and completed a spectral scan in
five setunds. The radiometer had a IHg:Cd:Te deetrand
sampled a single wavelength interval (9.9 to 10.4 pm)
which is an atmosaopieric transmission "window" for
infrare union. The detectors and optical components
mnae cooled to 57 L. An aperture cover is opened during
on orbt measmnineent times to expose the
2 it 2 deg fiel of view along a line of sight directed
perpendfularly In the shuttle cargo bay (-Z axis). SKIRT
CYF specification are given in Table I and a detailed
desc'Iptdon of the sensor is provided elsewhere (Ahinadjian
elaL, 1991).
The seor was mounted itwo a modified Glet Away
Specla (GAS) cot Which attached to fthNASA HoitchikerM payloa nppert ittcture (Fqgur 1). Electrical power
was aipplied by Atheobie via the Hltchhlker-O avionics
which alo provided rea time commanding amd telemetry
dowa-link to fthpound. gased on analysis of real time
calbund sompan s neated at the Payload Operations
Canue Comw uswevs able to modify and optimize our
dear Collection oppOrturnities

STS-39 SKIRT /HrTcHHIKER

IRQO

KTV

HITCHIER M4
111EHIVII4K

GAVICRMC

p

1. STS-39 SKIRT/Hitchhiker payload configuration.
The SKIRT field of view looked straight up and out of the
shuttle cargo bay (-Z axis in orbiter body coordinates).
During dedicated glow measurements the shuttle attitude
was oriented such that ram was directly into the cargo bay
onto the SKIRT payload and surrounding structures.
Flight Operations
SKIRT was commanided on at Mission Elaped Time
(a=l 0D/02:56 (Day 00, hour 02, minute 56) and
continued to operate through MET 07/22:00. Glow
measurements were conducted at specific times during tie
mtission when the orbiter attitude was oriented with the
SKIRT payload and surrounding surfaces exposed directly
to tam, away from ram, and looking at the earthlimb.
Over 14,000 spectra, of shuttle glow, airglow. aurora (IBC
III), calibration objects, and of the orbiter environment
were recorded. These data Provide a detailed record of the
oni-orbit environment associated With large sacecraft
structures.
Results and Discussion
Figure 2a is a spectrum of space shuttle glow measured
when the orbiter was flying bay to ram in a vehicle attitude
such that the SKIRT CVF senisor field of view was
between 3 and 40 degrees from the velocity vector (sentsor
pointing into ramn while looking above the horizon).
Figure 2b hs a glow spectrum taken during a thruster
firing showing different spectral features and an increase in
the ovenal signal Intensity.
Figure 2c is spectrum of the eardilimb airglow, taken
when the orbiter was in a nose down gravity gradient
attitude With thrusMes Ind contminatio events Inhibited
(SKIRT CVF field of view was looking into wake at the
80 kmn earthlimb). This earthlimb spectrum provides a
well characterized P6-PPnce to compate with the shuttle
glow spectra.
The shuttle glow spectrum in Figiure 2a was obtained
frorn 29 coadded spectrat which were recorded during a
time interval of MET 06/16:16:11 through 06/16:18:39
(1304 through 1345 hours orbital local time). Emnission
features for this Oquiesoent glow* when there were no
thruster firings, wowe dump'm flash evaporators, and other
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A comparison of the SKIRT spectral data to previous
visible shuttle glow measurements (Mende et al., 1985]
cannot be made due to the low responsivity of the SKIRT
CVF In:Sb detect at near visible wavelengths.
Measurements taken by the SKIRT GLOS radiometer
silicon detectors, however, should provide this comparison
and will be reported on at a later date.
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The thuster glow spectrum appears to contain at least NO,
NO+, OH, and CO.
Deep spa background spectra (not shown) taken during
non-ram quiescent conditions show an absence of significant shuttle produced contamination features. The shuttle
environment appears suitable for in-bay cryogenic inf
sensor measurements down to a sensitivity level of 10"
Wlcm 2 sr pm. These preliminary findings will be refined
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Fig 2a-c; a. Signal averaged spectrum of quiescent shuttle
glow; b. Spectrum of shuttle glow during a thrusw firing;
c. Earthlimb spectrum. Shuttle attitude is nose down
gravity gradient with bay toward wae.
.

1.

to 1-10"10 W/cm" srpm. Comparison of Figures 2a
and 2b indicates that the quiescent glow spectra and
thruster glow spectra are different both in signal intensity
and in spectral contenL The glow intensity increase is
consistent with previous visual observations and is probably
to increased concentration of reaction precursors in the

.0

We have calculated synthetic spectra using the Strategic
High Altitude Radiance Code - SHARC [Sharma et al.,
1989] to help analyze the SKIRT spectra. For example, to
between H20 (uI + u3) and NO (AV-2)
emissions, we generated spectra for NO and H 2 0. By
including a highly vibrationally excited NO distribution we
produce a good match to the SKIRT data in the 2.7
mand S pm regions where the NO fundamental and overtone
emissions occur. Emission from water, in this 2.7 pm
region, is broader and peaks at a shorter wavelength than
the observed glow signal. However, water vapor cannot
be ruled out and may be a component of the infrared glow.
Figure 3 compares the glow spectrum to synthetic spectra
for NO and NO+. We are continuing work in this area
and will provide mreodetailed analysis at a later date.
Ground based laboratory reactions of fast oxygen

atom/nitrogen interactions ae also providing guidance in
the analysis of thes data. In these experiments, beams of
conaminiaf generating activities, have been assigned as:
NO
4V-2
2.7 pi
NO AV-l
5.3 #pm
NO+ AV-l
4.3 pm
OH AV-2
1.4 pn
OH AV-l
2.8 pm
CO
AV-I
4.6 pgm
Emission fetures from NO2 are not readily apparent
from ,n-initialanaysiL NO2 PI + V maybecreated on

UGRTSIWISOw

NO

N

sufaes [Kofaky.and kare1, 19b. Anission from NO2
at 3.6 pm cmtbe clearly discerned in the data.

NO*

Unafctmly, th wavelength coverag of the nitrogen
No

cooled SXIRT CVF did not include the strong NO2 v 3
bad at 6.17 jm.

During quimuc
W/c

rm conditions the shuttle glow

uin t SWl/MWM ae on the order of 10"•9.o0
sr .m. Spectra tW=un du'ing the day are twice a

1.

2

3.
wavabro lb"

s.o

6.o

Iammeaasdw thokehn at night. The assumed reaction
pNwums 0 smd 0+, we also similarly enhanced during

d,.-day.

•

•

•

.

..

Fig 3. SKIRT shuttle glow specrum compared with No

and NO+ synthetic spectra.
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atomic oxygen (with trace 0+) moving at selectable
velocities of 8 to 12 km/s intersec a N2 flow under single
collision conditions. Radiances are observed in the same
bandpasse and intensity ratmo as the SKIRT orbital data.
Under laboratory conditions, the processes giving rise to
the emissions are:
0 (8kWs) +N

2

-NO

(V) +N

andGarrtt
O()+Nvehicle
0+8km/s) +N
O+(8
N2 ->+ N+(V)+ NJournal
These experiments and~ associated radiance ptedictions are
described in the companion paper by Upschulte et al.
[1992j.

The spectra for Figure 2a were acquired after the shuttle
had been on otbit for over 160 hour. The orbiter surfaces
(top and bottm) had been heated by the sun during thende
first day on orbit to bake out water and other adsorbed
molecules. By the time the data shown in Figure 2awr
collected, outgassing from external surfaces is believed to
haoo been mriimmizd. All maneuvering thrusters were
sprese during this measurement time. Thus, Figure 2a
is representative of the infrared radiance induced by th
ambient environment around quiescent orbital spac I
Summry
The SKIRT payload on board the STS-39 Space Shuttle
Discovery obtained infrared spectra of quiescent and
thriaster enhanced space shuttle glow. Analysis indicate
that NO, NO+. OR, and CO are components of th
quiecent glow. During thruster firings ther are 10- to
100-fold enhancements in the infrared glow radiance
intensities, as well as significant changes in the observed
spectral distribution. During non-glow attitudes, when
contamination producing activities are suppressed, th
pparssutale orsenitvecryogeic'
orbte enirnmnt
infrared in-bay measuirements. Further data analysis is
underway.
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TECHNOLOGY OPERATIONS
The Aerospace Corporation functions as an "architect-engineer" for national security
programs, specializing in advanced military space systems. The Corporation's Technology
Operations supports the effective and timely development and operation of national security
systems through scientific research and the application of advanced technology. Vital to the
success of the Corporation is the technical staffs wide-ranging expertise and its ability to stay
abreast of new technological developments and program support issues associated with rapidly
evolving space systems. Contributing capabilities are provided by these individual Technology
Centers:
Electroncs Technology Center:. Microelectronics, solid-state device physics, VLSI
reliability, compound semiconductors, radiation hardening, data storage
technologies, infrared detector devices and testing; electro-optics, quantum
electronics, solid-state lasers, optical propagation and communications; cw and
pulsed chemical laser development, optical resonators, beam control, atmospheric
propagation, and laser effects and countermeasures; atomic frequency standards,
applied laser spectroscopy, laser chemistry, laser optoelectronics, phase conjugation
and coherent imaging, solar cell physics, battery electrochemistry, battery testing and
evaluation.
Mechanics and Matrials Technology Center:. Evaluation and characterization of
new materials: metals, alloys, ceramics, polymers and their composites, and new
forms of carbon; development and analysis of thin films and deposition techniques;
nondestructive evaluation, component failure analysis and reliability; fracture
mechanics and stress corrosion; development and evaluation of hardened
components; analysis and evaluation of materials at cryogenic and elevated
temperatures; launch vehicle and reentry fluid mechanics, heat transfer and flight
dynamics; chemical and electric propulsion; spacecraft structural mechanics,
spacecraft survivability and vulnerability assessment; contamination, thermal and
structural control; high temperature thermomechanics, gas kinetics and radiation;
lubrication and surface phenomena.
Space and Envowmment Technology Center:. Magneospheric, auroral and cosmic
ray physics, wave-particle interactions, magnetospheric plasma waves; atmospheric
and ionospheric physics, density and composition of the upper atmosphere, remote
sensing using atmospheric radiation; solar physics, infrared astronomy, infrared
signature analysis; effects of solar activity, magnetic storms and nuclear explosions
on the earth's atmosphere, ionosphere and magnetosphere; effects of electromagnetic
and particulate radiations on space systems; space instrumentation; propellant
chemistry, chemical dynamics, environmental chemistry, trace detection;
atmospheric chemical reactions, atmospheric optics, light scattering, state-specific
chemical reactions and radiative signatures of missile plumes, and sensor out-offield-of-view rejection.
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